
 
Who We Are and Where We Come From. 

(The Origins and Character of Scottish Popular Sovereignty) 
 

 
 
 
 
The disposition of governmental power, and the principles that govern that disposition in the kingdoms 
of Scotland and England are historically entirely different - and entirely incompatible. Power flowed in 
opposite directions in the two nations. Despite the de facto operation in Scotland of the English model, 
since the Treaty of Union, in principle and by Scots law, this incompatibility remains a constitutional 
fact. It also remains the single, unarguable legal principle prohibiting the Westminster Parliament from 
deciding the future of Scotland’s relationship with the rest of the United Kingdom.  
 
 

*********** 
 
In England, and arguably from Anglo-Saxon times onwards1, the feudal model has held sway. At the top 
of the pyramid the leader or monarch owned the land and everything on it. Power, privilege and rights 
were concentrated at the top and ‘trickled down’ through the social hierarchy, never quite reaching the 
common man or woman at the bottom.  
 
By the 13th century in England, (and in France), the monarch was all powerful. This power became what 
is known as the royal prerogative, by which the monarch was entitled to act without reference to any 
other authority, was entitled to unique privileges and was immune from prosecution, which is to say, 
above the law. 
 
In Scotland, despite the introduction of the Anglo-Norman model of feudalism by David II, the power 
was bestowed by the people and held in trust by its government. This reciprocal arrangement reflected 
the Celtic rather than the feudal system. Instead of a power pyramid, the Celtic model was that of a 
circle with the chief at the centre, appointed by election and bound to act in the interests of his people 
and his land by oath and by tradition.  
 
While genealogy played a large part in the right of succession,  the ‘righ’ (lesser kings, later known as 
clan chiefs), and ard righ (high king) were originally appointed by election from among a group of 
potential candidates, (the Tanist). They took office on the basis of an oath which imposed both limits 
and responsibilities on the king and the people: 

 
Underpinning much of Gaelic clan culture was the idea of Duthchas, an ancient belief that people 
are connected to the land on which they are born, creating a sense of belonging. Under Duthchas, 
clan chiefs were elected through a system of tanistry. Rather than inherit the title, the role of 
chief went to the best person for the job. 

 
1 Excerpt From: Frederic William Maitland. “Domesday Book and Beyond: Three Essays in the Early History of England”. 
Cambridge University Press 1907  
 



The chief’s role was to act in the best interests of the clan and in return clan members were to 
work on the land and offer their services in battle should the chief ever call upon them... 

Under tanistry, the clan chief had no right to earn money from people living on the land, nor 
evict them, but the coming of feudalism from the 11th century onwards began to erode this 
central ethos by encouraging land ownership and the charging of rent.   

Over subsequent centuries further measures were brought in to bring clans, who had grown more 
and more powerful, under control. King James VI insisted that clan chiefs attend court in 
Edinburgh each year, which meant they suddenly had a need for money and so imposing rents on 
their clan members became increasingly appealing.2 

It was the ancient ‘Duthchas’ that gave Scotland its constitutional principle that power is vested in the 
community of the realm, in the people, delegated or loaned to the monarch or government and may be 
revoked at the will of that community.  And it has been explicitly expressed over the past 700 years.  
 
Most famously, the Declaration of Arbroath of 1320, (made in  Parliament), sets out clearly the Scottish 
principle of rule by consent. It describes the legitimate kingship of Robert de Brus (the Bruce): 

(by)... right of succession according to our laws and customs which we shall maintain to the 
death, and the due consent and assent of us all have made our Prince and King. To him, as to the 
man by whom salvation has been wrought unto our people, we are bound both by law and by his 
merits that our freedom may be still maintained, and by him, come what may, we mean to stand. 

Yet if he should give up what he has begun, and agree to make us or our kingdom subject to the 
King of England or the English, we should exert ourselves at once to drive him out as our enemy 
and a subverter of his own rights and ours, and make some other man who was well able to defend 
us our King.  

The force of this principle has been overlooked, until recently, frequently mistaken for a charming ideal 
rather than a pressing political reality for Scots rulers. In part, this is due to one of the many 
misunderstandings that confound modern understanding of historic Scottish government.  
 
It is almost impossible to find an account that does not treat the Scottish clans as a kind of romantic 
curiosity, somehow separate from what we think of as the real, or at any rate, the important Scotland. In 
fact, the clans held most of the power in Scotland, even after the introduction of Anglo-Norman 
feudalism.   
 
Across the west of Scotland and as far south as Stirling, Scotland was clan territory until well after the 
last Jacobite rising. Managing the chiefs, (‘righ’ or kings until the 12th century), whose power was often 
greater than the monarch’s, meant that every Scottish sovereign, no matter how feudalized the role 
became, had to satisfy the ‘Duthchas’.  No Scottish monarch could ignore the danger of providing 
legitimate grounds for ‘deselection’ and replacement by a better candidate.  
 

 
2 The Birth of Scottish Clan Culture, Scotland Magazine 



Thus it was through the continued practice of a reciprocal compact of power among the clans and 
enforced respect for this principle on the Scottish monarchs, (the inheritors of the role of the ‘ard righ’), 
the aspect of Duthchas which we now call popular sovereignty entered the blood stream of the Scottish 
nation – and remained there.  
 
The famous 16th century work of George Buchanan, tutor to the young Mary Stewart and later to her 
sone, James VI and I, restated the Scottish compact: 
 

‘When our kings are publicly inaugurated, they give a solemn promise to the entire people that 
they will observe the laws, customs and ancient practices of our ancestors...[We can] see the 
nature of power which they have received from our ancestors, namely, [they are]...chosen by 
election, [and] swear to observe the laws’.3 

He goes on to describe the breaking of faith by which a ruler might forfeit the throne. Buchanan was, so 
far as we know, the first writer to set out the reciprocal agreement between people and government, by 
which the power granted to the monarch by the people could be revoked should the monarch 
(government) break faith with the people4.  
 
By the time James VI passed a law abolishing tanistry, (in a blow aimed at de-legitimising the native, 
Celtic system of reciprocal rights and responsibilities), it was too late to prevent the principle of Scottish 
popular sovereignty from being codified and enshrined in the Scottish and, later, UK constitution.  
 
This reality, however, remains strenuously disputed and almost universally misunderstood.  
 
Among the causes of confusion are the general misrepresentation of the legal structure and framework 
of the Union, the misrepresentation of the constitutional power legally available to Westminster in 
Scotland and the re-writing of Scottish and English history such that both democracy and civil rights 
would appear to have been much further developed in England than in Scotland at the time of the Act of 
Union.  
 
Taking the last first, (since an understanding of the development of Scottish government, democracy and 
constitutional principle is essential if we are to preserve the rights of the Scottish people), what follows 
is as brief a reclamation of that history as possible.  
 
 
The Lies My Teacher Told Me 
 
A widely accepted myth of the superiority of English civil rights over those afforded to the Scots by the 
time of the Union of the Crowns, (James I and VI) runs as follows:  
 

 
3 De Jure Regni Apud Scotos’ (the power of Scottish monarchs) or A dialogue, concerning the due priviledge of government 
in the kingdom of Scotland, date 
4 Unsurprisingly, (because completed before the publication of the Scottish political archive), writings and commentaries on 
the work of Buchanan have universally attributed his ideas to his time in Europe and his exposure to the continental debate 
on the nature of power. His reference to Scottish history and practice as his source for the constitutional limitations of 
monarchy has been dismissed as ‘obviously’, a romanticisation of the truth. Perhaps now, someone will put his work into the 
social and political context in which it belongs.  



In England the supremacy of law was fundamental, whereas in Scotland arbitrary jurisdictions 
were the rule. Even on his first passage through the northern counties James had horrified his 
new subjects by proposing to hang a pickpocket, taken in the act, out of hand, without trial.  In 
somewhat similar fashion he came into collision with his first parliament. A constituency 
returned as one of its members one Goodwin, who had been outlawed.  
The election would have been annulled by parliament; but parliament protested against the 
infringement of its privileges when the king took upon himself to declare the election void — all 
election disputes lay in their right to settle.  
 
When the king aired his theory of Divine Right and pronounced that they had no rights at all 
except by the king's grace, they replied that if he thought that was the case in England, he had 
been "misinformed." This privilege of the Commons was not in fact again brought in question; 
but the incident illustrated the character of the approaching contest between the Crown and 
parliament5.  

This portrait of a savage and autocratic monarch out of step with the increasingly democratic spirit and 
governance of England, (and leading to the eventual contest between people and the (Scottish) crown in 
the Civil War), remains the received version of English history. But it is a version requiring some 
serious editing of the Tudor monarchy whose own autocratic savagery was unparalleled in Scotland.   

In July 1536 Eustace Chapuys reported that legions of monks, nuns and the servants employed in 
the suppressed religious houses, were roaming the countryside, homeless and penniless, begging 
for relief. He had been told that there were as many as 20,000 of them seeking help. ... These 
people were classed as "vagabonds".  ... As the monasteries had also helped provide food for the 
poor, this added to the problem. More and more people left their villages to look for work.  

In 1536 Parliament passed a new act to deal with vagabonds. For a second offence a vagabond 
was not only whipped but also had to have a part of his ear cut off. For the third offence, he was 
to be hanged. ... According to the historian, Raphael Holinshed, who wrote twenty-five years 
after Henry's death, 72,000 thieves and vagabonds were hanged during his reign. (152)  

Jasper Ridley has commented: "Many letters have survived from judges and government 
officials which give the number of malefactors executed after a recent assize or quarter sessions - 
some of them for high treason or murder, but the great majority for theft. The figures usually 
vary from six or eight to twelve or fourteen. If an average of ten persons were hanged at every 
session, this means that forty a year would be hanged in every county, 1,600 a year in the forty 
counties of England... This would amount to about 60,0006 during the thirty-eight years of 
Henry's reign. It is over 2 per cent of the 2,800,000 inhabitants of England, which equals the 
proportion of the 6,000,000 Jews exterminated by Hitler, who constituted 2 per cent of the 
population of occupied Europe..."7  

 
5 Britain Express 
6 Official English histories usually assess the total number of executions under Henry VIII as between 54,000 and 72,000 
7 Henry VIII - Crime and Punishment , The Tudors, Henry VIII Spartacus Educational 
 



As for the Scottish propensity for summary executions, if he did indeed behave as described, James I 
was so far from typical of Scottish legal practice and philosophy that he resembled his Tudor cousins 
much more than his countrymen or royal ancestors: 

During the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Scottish writers produced a body of legal 
literature expounding the distinction of Scots law. A reading of these commentaries serves to 
further highlight areas for comparison between the English and the Scottish legal systems and 
offers some explanations for Scotland’s lesser punishment, especially when compared to its 
southern counterpart. In 1681 Viscount Stair stated that “we are happy in so few and clear 
statutes.” Sir Archibald Alison argued that in England the powers of common law did not 
generally extend beyond a misdemeanour and that all serious offences were subject to legislative 
statutes. In consequence, he suggested, the capital statutes were characterised by severity and the 
judges had limited power to modify the penalties. Comparatively, in Scotland the powers of the 
common law were more extensive and thus there was less need for the adoption of several of the 
capital statutes created in the eighteenth century. Evidence of this lay in the fact that there were 
over 200 defined capital crimes in England when Alison was writing in the early nineteenth 
century but less than 50 in Scotland, and more than half of these had their origins with the British 
Parliament. 

The lack of a Scottish ‘Bloody Code’ is important to our under- standing of Anglo-Scottish 
relations in the wake of 1707. ... there were also crucial nuances in the Scottish court system that 
impacted upon their use of capital punishment, one example being the nature of the collection of 
evidence in potentially capital cases. In Scotland, since the sixteenth century the responsibility 
for prosecuting offenders was vested in the legal profession, from the Lord Advocate in 
Edinburgh to the procurator fiscals who would gather evidence, or precognitions, in their local 
areas and build up the case. In more serious cases the fiscals would send the precognitions to the 
Crown Office where the Lord Advocate, or in most cases one of his deputes, would decide 
whether to prosecute in the High Court or its circuit court  This system of public prosecution 
was perhaps more comparable to other Continental European practices than elements of the 
English system with its heavy reliance upon private prosecution. ... Due to the nature of the 
building up of evidence, Kilday proposed that Scottish criminal trials were only permitted to 
proceed when the authorities were confident that the case against the accused was “effectively 
incontrovertible.” 8 

Thanks to very recent – and long neglected - research we can now state with authority that due process 
in medieval Scotland was far in advance of the ‘bloody code’ in England and remained so for centuries 
to come.  
 
The same is true of Scottish governance.  
 
 

 

8 Capital Punishment and the Criminal Corpse in Scotland, 1740–1834 Rachel E. Bennet Macmillan 2018 

 



The Reclamation of Scotland’s Political History 
 
Much of the English concept of Scotland’s backward and undemocratic government can be laid at the 
door of James I and VI (1566-1625). It is almost solely on the basis of the words and actions of a 
Scottish king who embraced a Tudor principle, (combined with the absence of academic research into 
the judicial and political records of Scotland before Scottish devolution), that it became a ‘historical 
fact’ that royal absolutism, ‘the divine right of kings’,  was an un-English and, indeed, alien creed 
introduced  by the first Stuart King of England, James VI and I: 
 

Originating in Europe, the divine-right theory can be traced to the medieval conception of God’s 
award of temporal power to the political ruler, paralleling the award of spiritual power to the 
church. By the 16th and 17th centuries, however, the new national monarchs were asserting their 
authority in matters of both church and state. King James I of England (reigned 1603–25) was 
the foremost exponent of the divine right of kings, but the doctrine virtually disappeared from 
English politics after the Glorious Revolution (1688–89).  
 

But the divine right of kings was never a Scottish principle and has precisely no historical track record in 
Scotland. Both James VI and his mother, Mary Stuart, were tutored by George Buchanan. The author of 
‘De Jure Regni apud Scotos’, (On the power of Scottish kings), (James subsequently rejected and 
outlawed his tutor’s works - but by that time he was pursuing the Tudor fashion for absolutism, or what 
the Scots ‘Claim of Right’ would declare “arbitrary” and “despotyck”.) In the 16th and 17th centuries the 
concept of popular sovereignty and its limitation of government was  anathema to the English upper 
classes and clergy. So much so that Buchanan’s book was banned in England and publicly burned in 
Oxford. The Scottish principle was practically heresy in a country built on the feudal model. 
 
 
The ‘divine right’ was first espoused by Henry VII of England whose reign also saw the creation of the 
first ‘star chamber’,  a term associated today with any legal or administrative bodies operating above the 
law, whose secretive proceedings and rulings are strict and arbitrary and whose judgments preclude "due 
process" to their ‘targets’.   
 

The Tudor period, in opposition to ours, saw justice and sovereignty moving from the top down. 
All power and authority sprang from the divine, who worked through an anointed monarch. This 
monarch spread this authority downward through the nobility and upper-class through chains of 
fealty, sponsorship, and ties both financial and familial.  
 
Tudor legal authorities could view their authority as divine in origin, and challenging this was 
tantamount to heretical treason, upsetting the Great Chain of Being. Justice unquestionably came 
down from the divine, where else could it come from for a Tudor, and the common man had little 
agency9.  

 
In England, that democratic Queen Elizabeth I convened parliament precisely thirteen times in forty five 
years; she instructed parliament on what it was allowed to talk about and when it exceeded the limits she 
had set, she dissolved it. Meanwhile in Scotland, Parliament met thirty one times over the same period 

 
9 Courts and Justice in Tudor England Agecroft Hall 2018  



while the Convention of the Estates, (which had both consultative and law making powers) met even 
more frequently. And these, as well as the Committees and Councils attached to them, talked about 
whatever they wished and frequently imposed limits on the plans and designs of the monarch.  
 
Besides adopting the Tudor doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings, James VI also shaped official history 
when he boasted to the English Parliament, in 1604, that its Scottish equivalent was co-operative and 
compliant, bowing to his will at the stroke of his pen and merely the ‘head court of the king and his 
vassals’. The members and observers of the time had no reason to disbelieve him, most knowing little or 
nothing of the disposition of government and law in Scotland. James, however, was simply acting the 
part of the school teacher who attempts to shame a class by telling it how much better behaved is his 
other class. James’ numerous attempts to avoid calling the Scots Parliament by summoning a 
Convention instead, (hoping thus to bypass the tiresome limits to his ambitions so often imposed by the 
Parliament), are testament enough to the falsehood of his claim.  

Nevertheless, the myth of a politically backward and comparatively unenlightened Scotland would have 
persisted, unchallenged, to the present, had not a project been undertaken in 1996 to gather, analyse and 
publish the records of the Scottish Parliaments, Councils, Conventions and Committees up to the Union 
of 1707.  

Jointly funded by the Scottish Government and the University of St Andrews, the Records of the 
Parliaments of Scotland has created a database of around fifteen million words with translations from 
the original Scots, Latin and Norman French. It went ‘online’ in 2008 and has drawn a very, very 
different picture of Scottish government from that which is so widely accepted, is still published and 
taught in schools and still a matter of certainty in the minds of those who take the trouble to study 
history at all: 

The research team was led by Professor Keith Brown, of the university's school of history, who 
said he believed the archives overturned any notion that the original Scottish Parliament had 
been a weak and ineffective institution. He said:  "From its origins in the 13th Century to its 
termination in the 18th Century, Scotland's parliament represented a political legitimacy that 
could not be ignored.  "Furthermore, far from being a rudimentary institution, parliament 
evolved rituals, procedures and a level of self-conscious awareness on a par with any other 
representative body of that age.10 
 

For the first time, we have a wealth of documentation demonstrating the national influence not only of 
Scottish Parliaments but of its various ‘sister’ instruments, Guardians, Greater and Lesser Councils, 
various kinds of Conventions (the most important of which, the Convention of the Estates, replaced the 
Greater Council) and numerous committees, (including borough committees). Many of these appear to 
have had substantial powers and together, formed a linked chain of access between the folk of the realm 
and the highest courts in the land.  
 
We can also recreate some sense of the degree of Scottish popular engagement in the processes of law 
and government from the repeated, public dissemination of pamphlets and leaflets some purporting to 
contain the ‘minutes’ of the meetings of various Parliaments, Conventions (including Conventions of the 

 
10 Old parliament archives go online BBC 2008 



Royal Burghs) and committees and some published by Parliament itself. And these were likely to reach, 
and be read by, a very wide audience where they were published. The Scots were long a literate people.  
 
It is yet another persistent myth about the Scots that education was largely confined to the sons of the 
nobility. It is a myth that should have died in 1876 with the publication of the painstaking research of 
one James A. Grant, from whom we learn that, in reality, both before and after the Reformation, every 
Scottish burgh had a school, usually both a ‘primary’ (a ‘Dame’s’ or infants’ school) and a ‘grammar’ 
school. By the 12th century and across the whole country, there were “once schools – famous schools – 
in places whose history, and even whose names, we have almost forgotten”.11  Latin and, usually Greek 
were standard subjects and by the 16th century, Grant reports, these schools required such high standards 
that one schoolmaster was dismissed for teaching no more than reading, writing and grammar.  
 

We shall, in the first instance, produce some evidence in as small a compass as possible, 
indicating the extent to which ars grammatica classical literature generally was taught, or 
proving the facilities afforded in every little centre of population in Scotland, from the middle of 
the sixteenth century to our day, for imparting scholastic education in schools which were under 
the administration of the magistrates and town councils”...12 

 
He then lists the records of grammar school appointments to the grammar schools from Kirkwall to 
Peebles, and every region in between, and from 1536 to 1876 demonstrating in all places and at all 
times, a curriculum that provided Latin, Greek and sometimes Hebrew.  Most schools also provided 
philosophy, history and a form of civics. (At one time, George Buchanan was a commonly prescribed 
text). And it is probably Grant who offer the best summary of a system of education which empowered 
the people of Scotland to engage as equals with their officials: 
 

We have not investigated the educational history of other countries with any diligence or care, 
but so far as our limited inquiry has proceeded, we have discovered no other place so small, so 
barren and poor as old Scotland which has devised and maintained a system of education in 
burghs and parishes so free and enlarged, that parent of small or moderate means, or no means at 
all, were enabled to give their children the highest form of instruction in the country; and it is our 
opinion that in no other country did the poorer classes, including the small farmers, crofters, 
artisans and labourers, prize a liberal education to the same extent as those classes have done in 
our own country. 

 
Thus the chain of communication between government and people reached a populace well able and 
more than willing to avail themselves of that chain in pursuance of their demands. And while there is 
plenty of evidence that the system often worked imperfectly, there was no parallel reach between the 
people and the legislative bodies in the kingdom of England.  
 
It is hardly surprisingly then, that, contrary to the prevailing narrative, the character of the Scottish 
system of governance was considerably more democratic than anything that existed in Tudor England 
(or, indeed, up to the time of Union when Scotland’s Parliament, along with her other governing bodies, 
was dissolved).  

 
11 A History of the Borough Schools of Scotland, James A. Grant 1876 p. 331 
12 Ibid p. 335 



 
“During the sixteenth century the composition of parliament underwent a number of significant 
changes and it found itself sharing the stage with new national bodies. The emergence of the 
Convention of Royal Burghs as the ‘parliament’ of Scotland’s trading towns and the 
development of the Kirk’s General Assembly after the Reformation (1560) meant that rival 
representative assemblies could bring pressure to bear on parliament in specific areas. 

... An act of 1587 granted the lairds of each shire the right to send two commissioners to every 
parliament. These shire commissioners attended from 1592 onwards, although they shared one 
vote until 1640 when they secured a vote each. The number of burghs with the right to send 
commissioners to parliament increased quite markedly in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries until, in the 1640s, they often constituted the largest single estate in parliament.” 13  

Conventions of the Estates, in particular, were more important than has been previously understood and 
were much more than just the political tool of royalty, whether or not they might have been manipulated 
to that end.  

Although the 1583 example shows that conventions could become factional tools, they also acted 
as another important component in a highly inclusive culture of consultation and deliberation. 
This culture featured both formal bodies, notably the monarch’s privy council, full parliament, 
the convention of royal burghs, and (from 1560) the general assembly of the church, and more 
informal sources of counsel, such as members of the king’s household and the court. While the 
more aggressive use of conventions by the government after 1603, and the ramping up of 
parliament’s powers in the 1640s, contributed to the latter eclipsing the former by the later 17th 
century, it is clear that ‘conventions’ were neither mere ciphers of the crown nor rivals to 
parliament itself. 14 

In fact, the critical and powerful role of conventions in Scottish political life would be demonstrated in 
1689 with the passage of an act which is now one of the central, UK constitutional documents, The 
Claim of Right.  If the character of an educated, politically aware society in Scotland set against a 
complex web of interconnected, local and national, governmental bodies and offices, provides the 
context for the principle of Popular Sovereignty in Scotland, the Claim of Right embodies and 
articulates it. 
 
In particular, it establishes three key Scottish constitutional principles. 
 

1. In the absence of a legitimate parliament, a Convention of the Estates replaces it. It has the 
authority to act on behalf of the community of the realm and to pass internationally binding 
legislation of the most serious and momentous type.  
 
Google The Claim of Right Act, however and you will find this description:  

 

 
13  A short History of the Scottish Parliament, Records of the Parliaments of Scotland 
14 Ibid 



The Claim of Right is an Act passed by the Parliament of Scotland in April 1689. It is one of the 
key documents of United Kingdom constitutional law and Scottish constitutional law. 
(Wikipedia) 
 
But the first statement here is untrue. The Act was not passed by the Parliament of Scotland. It 
required the monarch to summon a legitimate parliament. (It still does.) James VII and II had 
fled England in fear of his life so, in that nation, he could be said to have abdicated from the 
throne. This could not be said in Scotland, however, where an absentee sovereign had ruled since 
James VI and I. The Scots, therefore, had to employ a different legal instrument in order to 
depose James and replace him with an acceptable ruler. That instrument was a Convention of the 
Estates. 
 

2. The  power of government is legally limited and may be forfeited when it has been used in an 
absolute manner, (unconstitutionally), and in breach of Scottish law.15  
 

Wheras King James the Seventh Being a profest papist did assume the Regall power and 
acted as King without ever takeing the oath required by law wherby the King at his 
access to the government is obliged to swear To maintain the protestant religion and to 
rule the people according to the laudable lawes And Did By the advyce of wicked and 
evill Counsellers Invade the fundamentall Constitution of this Kingdome And altered it 
from a legall limited monarchy to ane Arbitrary Despotick power and in a publick 
proclamation asserted ane absolute power to cass annull and dissable all the lawes 
particularly arraigning the lawes Establishing the protestant religion and did Exerce that 
power to the subversion of the protestant Religion and to the violation of the lawes and 
liberties of the Kingdome .... 
Wherby he hath forefaulted the right to the Crowne, and the throne is become vacant. 
 

The Act further sets out many of the laws which cannot be set aside without the forfeiture of 
power. Thus, it invokes the reciprocal nature of power in Scotland whereby power is lent by the 
people to the government on the basis of a kind of good faith agreement and reverts to the people 
when that faith is broken. And, most usefully, it provides examples of such breach of faith, 
absolutism being the primary violation but a number of others would also apply at present: 
 

By Giveing gifts and grants for exacting money without consent of Parliament of 
Conventione of Estates 
 
By Imprisoning persones without expressing the reasone and delaying to put them to 
tryall 
 
By Causeing persue and forefault severall persones upon stretches of old and obsolete 
lawes upon frivolous and weak pretences upon lame and defective probationes... 
 

 
15 Bear in mind that Westminster continues to act in the name of the monarch and that the Westminster government has 
assumed the power of the royal prerogative.  



By Sending letters to the chiefe Courts of Justice not only ordaining the Judges to stop 
and desist sine die to determine causes But also ordering and Commanding them how to 
proceed in cases depending befor them Contrair to the express lawes and by chainging 
the nature of the Judges gifts ad vitam aut culpam and giveing them Commissions ad 
beneplacitum to dispose them to complyance with arbitrary Courses and turneing them 
out of their offices when they did not comply 
 
By granting personall protectiones for civill Debts contrair to Law 
 
All which are utterly and directly contrairy to the knoune lawes statutes and freedomes of 
this realme 

 
3. It follows that when a breach has been committed such that the result is an automatic forfeiture 

of power, (either because Parliament cannot be convened by the monarch or, as in the present 
day, because that Parliament itself has forfeited its legitimacy under Scottish law), legislative 
power passes to the Convention of the Estates.   
 

The implication for Scottish self-government is that, if the Claim of Right still stands in law and if it 
can be shown that such a breach has occurred, the government in Westminster is no longer lawful in 
Scotland and the power returns to the people who are entitled to call a Convention of the Estates or 
an equivalent assembly in its place.    
 
 
 


